Kundalini Piano Mirroring Platform
About
The Kundalini Piano Mirror is a program for real-time transposition (remapping) of midi messages that is designed
for use with a standard midi piano keyboard to facilitate playing using symmetrical inversion.
The remapping performed results in changing which pitches are produced from which notes on the piano keyboard,
making novel ways of playing the keyboard possible.
Specifically, the Piano Mirror software makes it possible to either mirror left-handed passages into the right hand,
mirror right-handed passages into the left hand, or to completely reverse the keyboard such that the left hand plays
the original right-hand part in mirror image, while the left hand simultaneously plays the original right-hand part in
mirror image.
These three remapping types are referred to as Left Hand Ascending Mode, Right Hand Descending Mode,
and Mirror Image Mode.
Before covering each mode, let’s first provide some background.

Symmetrical Inversion
The Kundalini Piano Mirror software program is designed to facilitate keyboard playing using symmetrical inversion.
This means that either one or both hands are going to be playing the mirror image of what they normally would.
This is possible because the piano keyboard (as well as our hands!) are symmetrical:

The following table shows the correspondences for each semitone:
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To facilitate learning to play in this manor, the use of Symmetrically-Inverted Notation is recommended.

Symmetrically-Inverted Notation
Symmetrically-Inverted Notation is simply notation in which one clef is written in standard notation, while the other
clef is written using symmetrical inversion, or mirror image:

The example above shows a D-Major chord pattern notated in standard notation in the left hand, but notated using
symmetrically-inverted notation in the right hand: each note in the right hand is the mirror image of the original note in
the left hand.
Further, the cleff written using symmetrical inversion is notated using a key signature which has the same number of
sharps as the clef in standard notation has flats, or, the same number of flats as the clef in standard notation
has sharps, if the clef in standard notation is written using sharps.
Consulting the circle of fifths can help us understand this, because it can be seen that for each key, there is a
corresponding key that both features the same number of accidentals, and whose pattern of accidentals is the mirror
image of the original key’s:

The following table makes this clear:
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The goal of using symmetrically inverted notation is to facilitate reading, because it allows the hand written in mirror
image to be notated without undue accidentals; in fact, any accidentals present will exactly mirror those present in the
clef in standard notation!
Once you start to get the hang out it, reading music notated in this way becomes second nature.
So with the necessary background information established, let’s return to the three mapping modes used in the Piano
Mirror software to facilitate symmetrically-inverted playing.

Left Hand Ascending Mode
Left Hand Descending Mode is designed to practice right hand passages using the left hand, while simultaneously
playing the original right hand part with the right hand, such that the right hand guides the left hand naturally.
Normally, when we play a standard piano, as our left hand moves further down (to the left) on the piano, we hear
lower notes. Left Hand Ascending Mode, on the other hand, changes this behavior. This mode splits the piano into
two halves, separated at what is called the keyboard split point. The keyboard split point defaults to middle D.
Any note above (to the right of) the split point is not changed. Any note below (to the left of) the split point is
remapped to correspond to the note an equal interval distance above (to the right of) middle d.
Consider the following musical explanation:

D Major scale, notated for use with Left-Handed Ascending Mode
The example above is a standard D Major scale, but notated using symmetrically-inverted notation as described
above.
As you can see, both hands start on Middle D, and then proceed at equidistant intervals from that point in both
directions. When played on a piano keyboard, this has the interesting property of allowing the two hands to play
exactly in mirror image, with the same fingers always being used in each hand on exactly the same interval pattern of
white and black keys.

When played on a piano with standard tuning, obviously this produces strange sounds because the intervals between
the notes are constantly changing. However, when the passage above is played with Left Hand Ascending
Mode active, the pitches sound in unison, as though only the right hand part is being played.
Another way to read the above notation is to consider the bass clef part as specifying only which physical key to play
on the keyboard, while the treble indicates both the physical key to play and the produced pitch.

Right Hand Descending Mode
Right Hand Descending Mode is similar to Left Hand Ascending Mode, but is the inverse.
Right Hand Descending Mode is designed to practice left hand passages using the right hand, while simultaneously
playing the original left hand part with the left hand, such that the left hand guides the right hand naturally.
Normally, when we play a standard piano, as our right hand moves further up (to the right) on the piano, we hear
higher notes. Right Hand Descending Mode, on the other hand, changes this behavior. This mode also splits the
piano into two halves, again separated at what is called the keyboard split point, and which again always defaults to
middle D.
Any note below (to the left of) the split point is not changed. Any note above (to the right of) the split point is
remapped to correspond to the note an equal interval distance below (to the left of) the split point.
The following musical example makes this clear; this time it uses standard notation for the left hand, and
symmetrically-inverted notation for the right:

D Major scale, notated for use with Right-Handed Descending Mode

Mirror Image Mode
Finally, mirror image mode is designed create what could be called a left-handed piano. In this mode, the entire
keyboard is inverted, such that low notes start on the extreme right, and become higher all the way to the extreme
left.
In this configuration, it is possible to play the mirror image of the original right-hand part with the left hand, while
simultaneously playing the mirror image of the original left-hand part with the right hand.
Consider the following musical example, written using standard notation:

Rondo for Piano and Orchestra in D major, K. 382 (excerpt)

Using Mirror Image Mode, it could be played in the following way:

Rondo for Piano and Orchestra in D major, K. 382 (Symmetrical Inversion)

Conclusion
Symmetrical Inversion is a powerful practice technique for the piano because it allows us to work towards complete
ambidexterity, while fostering novel inter-hemispheric coordination.
The Kundalini Piano Mirror helps to facilitate our journey into ambidexterity and full brain development by allowing
symmetrically-inverted playing to produce aesthetically-pleasing musical outcomes
The Kundalini Piano Mirror is dedicated to my teacher, friend, and mentor Nicholas Constantinidis.

